I. INTRODUCTION

IMULATION OF DIGITAL communications over multi-
S path Rayleigh fading, wide-sense-stationary uncorrelatedscattering (WSSUS) channels is often computationally intensive as oversampling and extensive filtering are usually required. Recently, Hoeher [ 11 showed that considerable amount of computation could be reduced by using the equivalent discrete-time (EDT) channel representation, which can be realized by a FIR filter with time-variant tap gains [2, pp. 548-5541, and by generating the tap gain values from the channel impulse response approximated by the Monte Carlo (MC) method [3] . This MC method approximates Rayleigh fading by summing a finite number of randomly generated phasors and invoking the central limit theorem.
Although not explicitly stated in [l] and [3] , the MC approximation is applied to all Rayleigh-faded paths of the total multipath profile. The number of calculations is then proportional to the number of multipaths. As the number of tap gains is significantly lower than the total number of multipaths, potential reduction in the amount of computation is apparent if the MC approximation can be directly applied to the tap gains rather than the multipaths. Developing such an MC method is the objective of this paper. The organization of this paper is as follows. Section I1 gives a brief review on the WSSUS channel model. A comprehensive discussion on this channel model is given by Bello [5] . Section I11 describes the continuous-time communication system model and its EDT channel model. The two models are equivalent in the sense that their inputloutput relationships are the same. Statistical properties of the tap gains of the EDT channel model, which are essential in the development of the proposed MC method, are also given. Section IV provides a short review on the MC method, Elaborate discussions on this method can be found in [l] and [3] . In Section V, we propose an efficient MC method which is directly applied to the tap gains. Comparison on computation times and accuracy between the proposed method and the method described in [I] is performed in Section VI. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VII.
WSSUS CHANNEL MODEL
The fading dispersive channel can be characterized by the complex-valued, time-variant, low-pass equivalent channel impulse response h(7; t ) . The value of h (~; t ) is the channel output at time t when an unit impulse is applied at t -r . For a WSSUS channel, the autocorrelation function of h(7; t ) is given by [5] 
where & ( T ; At) is the delay cross-power density. As a special case, & ( T ; 0) = Q(T) is known as the delay power spectrum and without loss of generality, it is assumed that Q ( r ) = 0 for r < 0. The Fourier transform of $ h (~; At) on the variable At, given by A 00 Sh(7; A) = 6 h ( r ; At)e-32"x(At) dAt (2) L is known as the scattering function of the channel. Taking Fourier transform on 7 again yields 00 SH(Af; A) = S h ( r ; A)e-J2"(af)' dr. Most often the multipath dispersion, which depends on the distribution of scatterers within the communication medium, and the Doppler variation, which is usually dependent on the relative motion between the transmitter and receiver, are independent events. We therefore assume that Sh(r; A) can be factored into Sh(7;
assuming J_", S(X) dX # 0. This result will be used later in the development of the EDT channel model.
CONTINUOUS-TIME COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM AND ITS EDT CHANNEL MODEL
The continuous-time communication system model is shown in Fig. 1 . It is the same as the model described in 241. The complex-valued transmitted signal,' ~( t ) , is given by
where w is the carrier frequency, and m=--00
In the expression, P is the signal power, b, is the mth transmitted symbol where E{b,bL} = 1, T, is the symbol time, $(t) is the real-valued symbol waveform, time-limited within [0, T,) and satisfied 13 @(t) d t = T,. The signal r ( t )
is transmitted through a multipath Rayleigh fading WSSUS channel h(r; t ) . Therefore, h(r; t ) follows a zero-mean complex Gaussian random process in the t variable. At the receiver, the received signal, s ( t ) , is given by 03 s ( t ) = n(t) + eJwt u(tr)h(r; t ) d7 (6) L 'In this paper, complex signal representations are used. The physical signal can be obtined by t&ng the real part of the corresponding complex signal where n(t) is the complex AWGN with one-sided noise power spectral density 7 , i.e., $ E{n(t)n*(t + r)} = 77 . S(r). A matched filter matched to the transmitted symbol waveform is used to process s ( t ) and a sampler is followed. The complexvalued matched filter output at the kth sampling instant, E k , is given by El, = (Ts)-' / s(t')$(t' -kTs)e-3Wt' dt'. (7) Notice that the matched filter output is sampled at the instant
The EDT channel model ( 
In deriving (9) and (lo), it is assumed that channel fading is slowly varying such that for a particular r,h(~;t) is approximately constant during the interval kT, 5 t 5 ( k + l)T,. This assumption implies that the coherence time of the channel is much greater than T, seconds, and is usually satisfied. Substituting (4) into (10) gives
E { g m ( t ) d ( t + At>>
jW S(X)eJz"'(*t) ciX
= E { g m ( t ) g : ( t ) } --OO Oo
(1 1) (iv) X, Vn are i.i.d. random variables with pdf p(X) = p(X,) given by p(X) = S(X)/ Icc S(X') dX'. (15) As N approaches infinity, h~ ( 7 ; t ) becomes h(r; t ) and by the central limit theorem, l h~( r ' , t)l follows Rayleigh fading for every 7'. After h~( r ; t ) is generated, g m ( t ) can be computed by (9) with h ( r ; L ) approximated by h~( r ; t ) , and 3 k can be calculated by (8) .
In general, the amount of computation is proportional to the number of Rayleigh-faded paths considered sufficient in modeling the channel dispersion. This is explained as follows. We first divide the axis 7 of h(r; t ) into segments at points {r,"} such that J ; : ' Next, the condition of equal 1;:' p ( 7 ) drvi implies that the number of random phasors in each segment is on the average the same. Let NRAY be the average number of random phasors in each segment. This number N R A~ can be taken as a constant and its value is primarily determined by how close Rayleigh fading is to be appro5imated for each Rayleigh-faded path.
Since NRAY = N p (~) d r = P p a t h N , it immediately gives N = N R A Y N S~. Therefore, the amount of computation is proportional to the number of Rayleigh-faded paths.
V. AN EFFICIENT MC METHOD
The proposed MC method aims at generating the tap gain values directly without first generating h~ (7; t ) . Since gm ( t ) is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random process, an appropriate function capable of generating this random process is required. The generating function, f~( t ) , is defined as
follow the same definitions in defining h~( r ; t ) in (13). By the central limit theorem,
is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random process; but for most practical purposes, a small value of N ( N = NRAY) is sufficient in obtaining a good approximation of f ( t ) . Since there are M tap gains, the amount of computation is proportional to MNRAY, or alternatively, proportional to the number of tap gains. As the number of tap gains is in general substantially less than the number of Rayleigh-faded paths, it is apparent that considerable amount of computation effort can be reduced when compared with the MC method described in [l] and [3] .
A
A. Generation of gnl(t)
For any integer m, let f~( t ; m ) take the value of f~( t ) according to (16) and f ( t ; m ) = limN" f~( t ; m ) . Proof: It is apparent that the R.H.S. of (17) generates a multivariate, zero-mean complex Gaussian random process. Then it is sufficient to find the matrix C such that (11) 
It is shown in the Appendix I1 that Hence, C satisfies the relationship A = C(C*)T. the covariance matrix A is real symmetric (am,, E R and and positive semidefinite [6, ch. 22.31, A can be factored into A = X X T where X is a real 211 x M matrix. Consequently, the matrix C can be found by any factor of A Notice that all the elements F ( t ) of follow orthogonal, zero-mean complex Gaussian random processes, and G(t) is generated by a linear transformation of F(t).
Implementation Aspects
In the implementation of the proposed MC method, the first step is to determine an appropriate value of M so that E k can be accurately computed. To achieve the desired accuracy, it is necessary to include sufficient number of terms in the computation of Ek using (8) . As a general rule, the value of M can be determined by including all ternis whose E{g,(t)gL(t)} values are considered large.
Although including more terms generally improves accuracy in the computation of Zk, the improvement diminishes in general as M increases. In addition, the computation time is longer for a higher value of M as the amount of computation is proportional to M . It is therefore important to select an appropriate value of M in order to avoid loss of accuracy and the need of excessive computation time.
After M is determined, the covariance matrix A can be constructed with elements computed by (12). The integration involved in (12) can be evaluated analytically or computed numerically. There are available tools and programming aids, such as MATHEMATICA and IMSL library routines, which allow fast evaluation of the integral symbolically or numerically. Therefore A can be readily generated. Then C can be obtained by factorizing A according to (18). In general, factorization of A is not unique and different factorization methods yield different C's which satisfy (18). For simulation purposes, G is preferred to be a lower triangular matrix as some of the steps in multiplication and addition can be eliminated. This minimizes the amount of computation. The factorization of A can be efficiently accomplished by Cholesky factorization. After C is obtained, G(t) can be generated from F ( t ) by applying (17). Although F ( t ) can only be obtained by summing an infinite number of randomly generated phasors, it can be closely approximated by F N (~) with a finite and usually small value of N . (It is well known that N 2 6 is generally sufficient [7, pp. 68-69].) After the random seeds 8, and A, for 0 5 n 5 N -1 are generated according to their respective pdf s, F N (~) can be readily computed. It can be shown that f p~ (t; m) is non-periodic if there exists X n l and X , z such thatXnI/X,2 is an irrational number (Appendix III). As An's are randomly generated, this condition is easily satisfied? Therefore, it is sufficient to generate the random seeds once only to produce a non-repeating function F N (~) .
However, regeneration of random seeds after a certain number of simulation runs is recommended for small N in order to improve the statistics of F N (~) .
Notice that the generation of A,C and possibly the random seeds is done once only, and takes up a small fraction of the total simulation time. On the other hand, the generation of F N (~) and G(t) often dominates the simulation time as the number of rfins in simulation is usually enormous. This is the advantage of the proposed MC method as it provides a computationally efficient method in the generation of F N (~) and G(t). Finally, EI, can be computed by (8) . Also notice that it is only necessary to generate values of G(zTs),Z an integer, in the computation of { = I , } as =~,\d,k are discrete-time ootputs obtained at a rate of l/Ts per second.
VI. COMPAR~SON RESULTS
In order to compare computational times and accuracy between the MC method of [ l] and the proposed one, simulation runs were performed in generating the tap gain values for a typical WSSUS channel with exponential multipath intensity profile where -rrmS is the rms delay spread of the channel. This channel dispersion model is commonly accepted in modeling certain types of mobile radio channels [SI. For simplicity, it was assumed that T ,~~ = T, so that most of the channel dispersion was concentrated within T 5 4T,.
In the MC method of [l], it was required to specify the number of Rayleigh-faded paths Nsp which could be considered sufficient in representing the channel dispersion (Section I V ) . Three cases of Nsp (10,20,40) were considered.
Notice that the channel might not be adequately represented by 10 Rayleigh-faded paths over a dispersion of 4T,, but the number of computation was minimum among the three cases. Therefore, extra effort is required to identify a suitable value of Nsp before applying the MC method of [l]. This step is, 31n a computer, An's can only be stored with a finite number of digits so that they are not mational numbers As a result, f~( t , m ) is periohc, but its penod is very long and practically f~ ( t , m ) can be treated as non-periodic however, not necessary in the proposed MC method and this is certainly an advantage. The remaining simulation conditions are given as follows. The Doppler variation of the channel was assumed to follow the Jakes spectrum [7] with maximum Doppler frequency l/(lOOTs) Hz; hence S(X) = [7rXmaxdl -(X/Xmax)2]-1 where = lOOT,. In approximating Rayleigh fading, the number of random phasors for summation was assumed to be NRAY = 10. For the MC method of [l], N = 100, 200, 400 were used in the construction of h N ( r ; t ) as N = N S~N R A Y .
For the proposed method, N = 10 was employed in the generation of f~( t ; m) because N = N R .~Y .
Five tap gains were generated in a run and a total of lo5 runs were simulated, yielding gm(kT,), where 0 5 m 5 4 and 1 5 k 5 lo5, for both MC methods. Rectangular symbol waveform was assumed. A SUN SPARC 2 workstation was used in the simulation of both MC methods and the two simulation programs were written in MATLAB.
The simulation times required for both MC methods are listed in Table I . The required simulation times for the MC method of [I] are 1.61-5.63 times that of the proposed MC method. The proposed method is more efficient, and the advantage would be even more obvious when it is necessary to generate h~ ( 7 ; t ) with a higher value of Nsp in the MC method of [l]. The comparison results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
Next, we compare the accuracy of the proposed method with the MC method of [ 11. If the samples are accurately generated, then for each m, the cumulative relative frequency function VII. CONCLUSIONS An efficient MC method, which requires less computation than the MC method described in [l], has been proposed. The proposed method computes the time-variant tap gains of the EDT channel model by a linear transformation of a set of orthogonal zero-mean complex Gaussian random processes, and each process is approximated by summing a finite number of randomly generated phasors. In a comparison, it has been shown that the proposed method requires less computation time and provides better accuracy than the MC method of [1] in the generation of tap gain values for a typical channel.
APPENDLX I DEVELOPMENT OF THE EDT CHANNEL MODEL
Expressions of Nk and g m ( t ) are derived as follows. First notice that in the evaluation of E k using (X), the value of y, ( t ) is indeed gm (( k + l)Ts) since sampling is taken at time t = ( k + l)T,. Expressions of Nk and gm((k + l)Ts) can be derived by rewriting (5) as u ( t ) = m C g = -, bk-,$(t -( km)T,) and evaluating the expression of Zk using (6) and (7) , followed by comparison with (8) . Then the expression of g m ( t ) can be obtained by substituting ( k + l)Ts = t into the expression of gm (( k + l)Ts). It follows that and E{sin U } = E{COS U } = 0, it follows that the expectation value of the latter part of (A4) is zero. Therefore,
The last expression is obtained since Xo, XI , . . . , X N -~ are i.i.d. random variables with pdf p ( X ) = p(X,)'v''n. Applying p(X) = S(X)/JFm S(X') dX' to (A5), (20) is readily established. and Therefore, { N k } is a zero-mean complex Gaussian noise se- m) and noting that f~( t ; m) is given by (16), the following result is obtained:
n=O This is true only if 1 -exp(-j2xX,TP) = OY'n E { 0,1, . . . , N -1). Consequently, there exists lo, 11, . ' . , !~-l E Z such that 2nXnT, = 2xl,'dn. It follows that Xn1Tp = Cnl and Xn2Tp = l n 2 . Since X n l / X n 2 is an irrational number, X,1 and Xn2 are both non-zero. As Tp # 0, it follows that e, , and f n 2 are also non-zero. Division of the two expressions gives Xnl/Xn2 = ! , 1 / ! , 2 , which is a rational number. This results in a contradiction. Consequently, f~ (t; m ) is non-periodic. He is with The University of Hong Kong, working towards his Ph.D. degree in the area of direct sequence spread spectrum multiple access communications over fading dispersive channels. His current interests include spread-spectrum techniques and mobile communications. Dr. Ng is a senior member of IEEE, and a fellow of both IEE and IEAust.
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